One integrated platform for fleet management and driver compliance

Geotab Integrated Solution for Ford Vehicles — Integrated with factory-fitted hardware for fleet management and ELD. No installation or additional hardware required.

Geotab Integrated Solution for Ford Vehicles is a unique and expandable open platform. Factory-fitted telematics hardware on Ford vehicles combined with Geotab technology offer fleet management services, ELD (Electronic Logging Device) and driver compliance capabilities.

Collect and monitor OEM grade data from Ford vehicles with end-to-end protection on MyGeotab, Geotab’s fleet management software.

On one consolidated platform, you can view activity reports, delivery schedules and GPS tracking. This helps you monitor driver behavior to reduce fleet costs while increasing productivity and efficiency.

ELD and driver compliance

Geotab’s ELD app, Geotab Drive, comes integrated with this solution. You can streamline HOS (Hours of Service), DVIR (Driver Vehicle Inspection Reporting), IFTA (International Fuel Tax Agreement) Reporting and driver identification, saving time and money.

Drivers can record their HOS status and complete vehicle inspections from their own smartphone or tablet device. Stay up-to-date on fleet compliance with real-time access to information in MyGeotab including violation alerts, detailed reports on driver logs, remaining hours and much more.

Named the world’s leading telematics provider for the second year running, Geotab is a partner you can trust. Learn more at geotab.com
Fleet optimization
- Manage fuel consumption
- Track fuel consumption, fuel used, diesel exhaust fluid and much more
- Tire pressure
- Excessive idling alert
- Monitor engine data and DTCs (Diagnostic Trouble Codes)
- Plan maintenance
- Manage vehicle repairs

Safety
- Risk & safety reports
- Track hard braking and acceleration
- Excessive RPM and speed alerts
- Collision notifications
- Seat belt unbuckled alert
- Driving in reverse

Sustainability
- Increase fuel efficiency
- Optimize routes to reduce miles driven
- Reduce vehicle idling
- Coach drivers on best practices
- Track CO2 emissions

Productivity
- Detailed GPS tracking
- Exception rules
- Trips & activity reports
- Easy dispatching

Compliance
- Vehicle inspections
- Private vs. business use
- Supports corporate sustainability
- ELD\(^2\) and driver compliance

Expandability
- Software development kit and APIs

Ford embedded solution

Geotab and Ford Pro — Geotab and Ford Pro coming together to offer advanced solutions on one platform. Automate, integrate, innovate. Geotab’s unique and expandable open platform for telematics helps you reduce fleet costs, increase productivity and efficiency, improve driver behavior, and strengthen compliance.

Collect and monitor rich, OEM grade data from Ford vehicles. With ready-to-go factory-fit hardware integration on all new Ford models direct from the factory, choosing Geotab couldn't be easier.

1 Available on some 2019, and all 2020 and newer Ford models. Available in the US and Canada.
2 ELD is certified by FMCSA and available in the US only.
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